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No Thanks on Thanksgiving During US-Engineered Economic Collapse

By Stephen Lendman, November 27 2020

On Thanksgiving day, throughout the year, with likely worsening times ahead, ordinary
Americans  are  suffering  through  the  hardest  of  hard  times  in  US  history.  For  36  straight
weeks since March, over one million Americans sought unemployment insurance benefits.

Venezuela Presents Proposal for an International Association Against US Sanctions to
Stop Crimes Against Humanity (UN Security Council)

By Orinoco Tribune, November 27 2020

Venezuela’s  ambassador  to  the  United  Nations,  Samuel  Moncada,  intervened  this
Wednesday in the session of the Security Council to denounce the economic aggression of
the United States  against  twenty-nine countries  of  the world,  through their  misnamed
“sanctions,” and proposed the formation of an International Alliance to stop the crimes
against humanity perpetuated by the US.

EPA Finds Glyphosate Is Likely to Injure or Kill 93% of Endangered Species

By Center For Biological Diversity, November 27 2020

The  Environmental  Protection  Agency  released  a  draft  biological  evaluation  today  finding
that glyphosate is likely to injure or kill 93% of the plants and animals protected under the
Endangered Species Act.
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Vindicating Jeremy Corbyn

By Megan Sherman, November 27 2020

He will doom Labour at the ballot box; he’s a threat to your nan; if you say his name three
times the ghost of Trotsky will appear, collectivize your cat and steal your taxes. This circus
of fear isn’t just misleading: when Corbyn is trying to shine a light on the troublesome logic
of government policy, on the nightmare that austerity and privatization creates, it shuts
down dialogue before it can even get started.

Britain’s Class War on Children

By John Pilger, November 27 2020

In  this  abridged  article  published  by  the  London  Daily  Mirror  &  based  on  his  1975  film,
Smashing Kids, John Pilger describes class as Britain’s most virulent disease, causing record
levels of child poverty.

European Sanctions Against Turkey Are More Likely than Ever

By Armen Tigranakert, November 27 2020

Another scandal erupted in relations between Turkey and the EU – on November 22, the
Turkish merchant vessel,  Roseline A, was detained and fully inspected by personnel of
German frigate Hamburg in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, 160 nautical miles north of the
Libyan city of Benghazi.

The War Crimes of Bush and Blair – Afghanistan and Iraq

By Rod Driver, November 27 2020

For all practical purposes, Iraq has now been destroyed. It no longer exists as a single
country and has disintegrated into regional power bases, with widespread ethnic cleansing
in each region. It is estimated that approximately two million people have died in Iraq since
the invasion, and millions more have been displaced.

The New Norm: Government Lawbreaking
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By True Publica, November 27 2020

Government  lawbreaking  in  Boris  Johnson’s  adminstration  has  now  reached  an
unprecedented  scale  for  a  British  government  –  and  we  should  all  be  concerned.

Biden Proclaims ‘America Is Back’ as the US Makes Provocations on Russia’s Borders

By Johanna Ross, November 27 2020

 ‘America is back’ hailed Joe Biden on Twitter this week. The world tried to work out exactly
what  that  meant.  For  different  parts  of  the  world,  of  course,  it  means  different  things.  As
many liberal Americans breathe a sigh of relief, the people of Libya, Afghanistan and Iraq
may shudder.

Maradona: The Fragile God of the Global South

By Pepe Escobar, November 27 2020

His life was a running planetary pop opera for the ages. From Somalia to Bangladesh,
everyone is familiar with the basic contours of his story – the pibe from Villa Fiorito, a poor
suburb of Buenos Aires (“I am a slum dweller”), who elevated football to the status of pure
art.
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